EXCHANGE OF EXPERTS PROGRAMME
Notice on Protection of Personal Data
Personal Data Controller CN-APELL-RO informs you, for the purpose of exercise the right to
information, provided in Article 13, para. 1, of the Regulation of the EP and CONS no. 2016/679,
the followings:
(a) the identity and the contact details of the controller are: CN APELL-RO – National Centre APELL
for Disaster Management Foundation, 101 Dr. Ion Raţiu St. Turda, ROMANIA, phone/fax: +40264
315464, cnapell@apell.ro.
(b) the purposes for which personal data are processed are only the performance, management
and monitoring of the Programme - related to those activities necessary to ensure the Programme
logistical/administrative arrangements (booking accommodation/ flights/ transfer/ access to Host
country premises if requested). The data provided will not be used for marketing purposes.
as well as the legal basis for the processing is: the contract with European Commission number
ECHO/SER/2018/786603.
(c) the recipients or categories of recipients of the personal data (travel agencies/air companies,
accommodation services, Host country authorized staff);
(d) the period for which the personal data will be stored: data will be stored for the whole duration
of the contract with European Commission;
(e) the existence of the right to request from the controller access to and rectification or erasure
of personal data or restriction of processing concerning the data subject or to object to processing
as well as the right to data portability;
(f) you also have the right to withdraw consent at any time, without affecting the lawfulness of
processing based on consent before its withdrawal;
(g) you have the right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority;
(h) Please be advised that the provision of personal data is a necessary requirement for running
the Programme, which is why you are required to provide this personal data, the consequences
of non-compliance with this obligation leading to the rejection of your application for an
exchange;
(i) Where the controller intends to further process the personal data for a purpose other than that
for which the personal data were collected, the controller shall provide the data subject prior to
that further processing with information on that other purpose and with any relevant further
information.
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